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Abstract6

Sparse seismic instrumentation in the oceans limits our understanding of deep Earth dynamics and7

submarine earthquakes. Distributed acoustic sensing (DAS), an emerging technology that converts8

optical fiber to seismic sensors, allows us to leverage pre-existing submarine telecommunication cables9

for seismic monitoring. Here we report observations of microseism, local surface gravity waves, and10

a teleseismic earthquake along a 4192-sensor ocean-bottom DAS array o↵shore Belgium. We observe11

in-situ how opposing groups of ocean surface gravity waves generate double-frequency seismic Scholte12

waves, as described by the Longuet-Higgins theory of microseism generation. We also extract P- and13

S-wave phases from the 2018-08-19 Mw8.2 Fiji deep earthquake in the 0.01-1 Hz frequency band,14

though waveform fidelity is low at high frequencies. These results suggest significant potential of15

DAS in next-generation submarine seismic networks.16

Introduction17

One of the greatest outstanding challenges in seismology is the sparsity of instrumentation across18

Earth’s oceans [1, 2]. Poor spatial coverage results in biases and low-resolution regions in global tomog-19

raphy models as well as significant location uncertainty for o↵shore seismicity. Modern ocean-bottom20

seismometers (OBS) generally fall into two categories: short-period instruments (⇠1-5 Hz), which can21
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record for up to a month or more, and long-period or broadband instruments (BBOBS), which often22

employ the same sensors as terrestrial broadband seismic stations and can operate for as long as two23

years [3]. Whereas short-period instruments are primarily used in active-source experiments, BBOBS are24

ideal for passive-source experiments and have been used for tomographic studies, earthquake location,25

and ocean wave monitoring among numerous other applications [4–12]. However, BBOBS are expen-26

sive and limited by data telemetry and battery life except in near-shore environments [3]. Recent work27

has explored several alternatives to conventional BBOBS for o↵shore seismic monitoring, including free-28

floating robots equipped with hydrophones [13], moored surface buoys or autonomous surface vehicles for29

satellite telemetry acoustically linked to BBOBS [14, 15], and cabled arrays of broadband sensors [16].30

Recently, Marra et al. [17] applied laser interferometry to convert long ocean-bottom telecommunications31

optical fiber links into seismic strainmeters. This work is particularly promising because repurposing the32

>1 million km of pre-existing trans-oceanic telecommunications cables as seismic sensors would permit33

rapid detection and location of earthquakes throughout the world’s ocean basins. Unfortunately, the34

particular technique in Marra et al. [17] is limited to measuring propagation delays integrated across an35

entire cable length, resulting in a single seismograph with equivalent station location uncertainty on the36

order of 1 km and complicated instrument response.37

Distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) is an emerging technology with strong potential to form the38

core of next-generation submarine seismic monitoring infrastructure. A DAS interrogator unit probes a39

fiber-optic cable with a coherent laser pulse and measures changes in the phase of the returning optical40

backscatter time-series. Optical phase shifts between pulses are proportional to longitudinal strain in41

the fiber and can be mapped into the finite, distributed strain across a fiber segment (termed gauge42

length) by integration. Applying DAS technology to a fiber-optic cable e↵ectively converts the cable43

into a seismic recording array with thousands of single-component channels, real-time data telemetry,44

and unlimited deployment duration as long as the DAS unit is powered. For about a decade, DAS45

has been successfully utilized in boreholes for active-source seismic profiling [18–20]. Recent work with46

onshore trenched or conduit-installed horizontal fibers has demonstrated the ability of DAS arrays to47

record earthquakes and other seismic signals at local to teleseismic distances with high waveform fidelity48

[21–28].49

In this paper, we demonstrate that submarine horizontal DAS arrays utilizing pre-existing ocean-50

bottom fiber-optic cables are similarly e↵ective for seismological studies and can also record pressure51

perturbations from ocean wave phenomena. We first examine ocean surface gravity waves and associated52

seismic modes directly observed on an ocean-bottom DAS array o↵shore Zeebrugge, Belgium, which we53

interpret as evidence of in-situ microseism generation. We then report our observation of body waves from54

the 2018-08-19 Mw8.2 Fiji deep earthquake. Finally, we discuss implications for future DAS deployments55
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in marine settings.56

Results57

Experiment Overview58

The Belgium DAS array (BDASA) occupied a pre-existing ocean-bottom fiber-optic cable in the59

Southern Bight of the North Sea o↵shore Zeebrugge, Belgium (Fig. 1). During August of 2018, the60

BDASA recorded continuously for nearly a month. Here, we analyze the 1-hr record containing the61

principal body wave phases from the 2018-08-19 Mw8.2 Fiji deep earthquake, along with ocean wave62

signals and microseism noise. The fiber-optic cable was originally installed to monitor a power cable for63

the Belwind O↵shore Wind Farm (cable and fiber specifications are given in the Supplementary Note64

1, Supplementary Figure 1). Cable geometry is approximately straight over four 10-km segments and is65

flat or shallowly dipping, except for a steep channel around 10 km and two ⇠15 m bathymetric ridges at66

⇠30 and 40 km from the coast (Fig. 1A). The cable is buried between 0.5 and 3.5 m below the seafloor67

in water depths shallower than 40 m. A chirped-pulse DAS system built and installed by the University68

of Alcala [29] continuously interrogated a 42-km near-shore segment of the fiber with channel spacing of69

10 m, creating 4192 simultaneously recording seismic sensors (see Methods).70

In Separation of Coherent Signals, we first decompose the raw BDASA data in the frequency-71

wavenumber domain, separating and identifying oceanic and seismic signals. In Microseism Generation,72

we compare our observations of ocean surface gravity and Scholte waves to the Longuet-Higgins [30]73

theory of double-frequency microseism generation. In Ocean Waves and Ocean Currents, we describe sea74

state and ocean currents across the BDASA, evident from variations in the symmetry of ocean surface75

gravity wave dispersion. Finally, we discuss the quality of teleseismic body waves from 2018-08-19 Mw8.276

Fiji deep earthquake, recovered from the BDASA after filtering out ocean wave and microseism signals.77

Separation of Coherent Signals78

In the time-domain, raw strain records from the BDASA are complicated by the superposition of79

several coherent signals with incoherent noise from sources such as temperature drift (Fig. 2A). In80

the frequency-domain, the power spectral density (PSD) of each channel exhibits five distinct peaks,81

corresponding to di↵erent wave modes propagating across the array (Fig. 2B). In order to identify and82

interpret the wave types comprising each peak, we apply a 2D Fast Fourier Transform from the raw strain83

records into the frequency-wavenumber (f-k) domain (Fig. 3). F-k domain analysis of the raw BDASA84

data is possible here because the chirped-pulse DAS system exhibits negligible fading of sensitivity along85
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the fiber, as is common in conventional DAS and which would require pre-processing at the expense of86

bandwidth (see Methods). Given the quasi-linear geometry of the fiber cable, no corrective algorithms or87

fiber sectioning methods were applied to compensate cable turns, resulting in slight smearing of energy88

along the wavenumber axis.89

Visualization of BDASA data in the f-k domain allows identification and separation of coherent seismic90

and oceanic signals in each frequency band based on their characteristic phase velocities (c = f/k). Figure91

3A shows the complete 4192-channel, 1-hr dataset transformed into a single f-k spectrum. Energy in92

quadrants 1 and 3 corresponds to waves with positive phase velocities. In the coordinate system we93

adopted, this represents waves propagating landward across the array. Similarly, energy in quadrants 294

and 4 corresponds to waves with negative phase velocities, propagating seaward across the array. There95

are two distinct groups of energy in the f-k spectrum, which are easily visualized in log-log space (Fig.96

3B). Ocean waves appear at low frequencies (<0.3 Hz) with apparent phase velocity slower than ⇠1797

m/s. Seismic waves appear at high frequencies (>0.3 Hz) with apparent phase velocity faster than ⇠30098

m/s. Teleseismic body waves from the Mw8.2 Fiji deep earthquake are not directly visible in the f-k99

spectrum.100

Ocean Surface Gravity Waves101

Surface gravity and infragravity waves are excited in oceanic waters by wind-sea interaction. Ocean102

surface gravity waves follow the dispersion relation !2 = gktanh(kH), where ! is angular frequency, g103

is gravitational acceleration, k is angular wavenumber, and H is water depth (e.g. [31]). F-k analysis104

of BDASA data shows strong, coherent energy packets in all four quadrants between <0.01 and 0.3 Hz105

(Fig 4A) with peaks at 0.09 and 0.18 Hz (Fig. 2B). The upper edge of these packets follows the ocean106

surface gravity wave dispersion relation, corresponding to energy propagating axially along the cable107

both landward and seaward. Energy appearing below this edge represents surface gravity waves with108

faster apparent phase velocity that obey the same dispersion relation but are obliquely incident to the109

cable. For the 20-30 km cable segment shown in Figure 4A, landward-propagating ocean surface gravity110

waves are stronger than seaward-propagating waves.111

We project the f-k spectrum into frequency-phase velocity space (f-c) using the coordinate transfor-112

mation c = f/k, permitting better visualization of phase velocity dispersion (Fig. 4B). In f-c space,113

ocean surface gravity waves exhibit coherent dispersion from faster phase velocity (⇠ 17 m/s) at low114

frequencies (⇠ 0.01 Hz) to slower phase velocity (⇠ 6 m/s) at 0.3 Hz. Ocean wave energy tapers o↵115

quickly above 0.3 Hz.116
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Scholte (Seismic) Waves117

Seismic waves propagating faster than 300 m/s are represented in the f-k domain by symmetric fans118

of energy at frequencies >0.3 Hz (Fig. 5A) with peaks at 0.36 and 1.12 Hz (Fig. 2B). When projected119

from the f-k domain into f-c space, the high-frequency energy packet exhibits strong dispersion from120

phase velocities close to the compressional velocity of water (⇠1500 m/s) at 0.36 Hz to an asymptotic121

velocity of ⇠300 m/s above 1 Hz (Fig. 5B). This is consistent with the expected dispersion relation of122

Scholte waves along the sediment-water interface, which follows the compressional velocity of water at123

low frequencies and the shear-wave velocity of the shallow sediment layer at high frequencies [32]. As for124

ocean waves, the low-velocity edge of the f-k energy packets in each quadrant represents Scholte waves125

propagating axially along the cable. Energy appearing at faster apparent phase velocities represents126

Scholte waves obliquely incident to the cable. We note that the 0.3-3.5 Hz Scholte waves are observed in127

the 550 s of data preceding the arrival of the first P-wave phases from the Fiji earthquake and therefore128

must be an independent, local phenomenon.129

Microseism Generation130

Globally, seismograms record broadband seismic noise with peaks around 14 and 7 s period, termed131

microseisms, which have long been attributed to ocean wave sources (e.g. [33]). The longer period132

(lower frequency) peak is commonly referred to as primary microseism, while the shorter period (higher133

frequency) peak is called secondary microseism. Source locations of primary microseism appear to be134

restricted to coastal areas, with seismic noise excited by direct loading of the seafloor where gravity135

waves impinge on shallow coastal waters [34, 35]. Source locations of secondary microseism, however,136

include both near-shore and deep-water environments [35, 36], and the amplitude of the secondary137

microseism peak has not been tied directly to coastal ocean wave conditions (e.g. [37]). While the138

relative amplitude and central frequencies of the microseism peaks vary by region and sea state, the139

double-frequency relationship between primary and secondary microseism is universal and a subject of140

continued research. Here, we argue that ocean surface gravity waves and Scholte waves observed on141

the BDASA at double-frequency (0.18 and 0.36 Hz respectively) together represent in-situ microseism142

generation following the theory of Longuet-Higgins [30].143

Primary Microseism and its Depth Dependence144

Based on our f-k analysis above, the 0.18 Hz peak in Figure 2B corresponds to ocean surface gravity145

waves propagating across the BDASA. Because the cable is buried at a depth of 0.5-3.5 m, the BDASA146

is only mechanically coupled to the water body above through the intermediary shallow sediment layer,147
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so ocean waves cannot be observed directly. Instead, ocean waves signals observed on the BDASA are148

poroelastic strains in the solid earth induced by the pressure field of ocean waves propagating above,149

hence primary microseism generated in-situ by ocean wave loading. Common observations of primary150

microseism on terrestrial seismic networks (e.g. [35]) constitute di↵use seismic energy radiated into the151

far-field, whereas here we observe the primary microseim source directly.152

To test this interpretation, we compare the variation in amplitude of the 0.18 Hz peak to the expected153

seafloor pressure under ocean surface gravity waves along the cable depth profile. The strength of ocean154

surface gravity waves decays rapidly with depth, which is why source regions of primary microseism155

are constrained to the coast. Invoking linear wave theory, the magnitude of the pressure perturbations156

at the seafloor beneath a surface gravity wave scales with angular wavenumber k and water depth H157

as pd / sech(kH) (e.g. [31]). To evaluate pd, we iteratively solve the implicit dispersion relation for158

ocean surface gravity waves, !2 = gktanh(kH), to obtain !(k), and then calculate a theoretical pd as a159

function of distance and depth using the cable profile. In order to determine a scaling factor between160

seafloor pressure and fiber strain, we fit the Fourier amplitude observed on the BDASA at 0.18 Hz as161

a linear function of theoretical pd (see Supplementary Note 2), to produce the model plotted in Figure162

6. We observe a good correspondence between the observed and modeled Fourier amplitude at 0.18 Hz163

with both water depth and distance along the cable (Fig. 6). To leading order, then, 0.18 Hz energy164

observed on the BDASA is proportional to pressure applied by ocean surface gravity waves at the seafloor,165

confirming our interpretation of primary microseism generation.166

Secondary Microseism by Ocean Wave Interaction167

Longuet-Higgins [30] first proposed a mechanism for the double-frequency nature of microseisms,168

whereby nonlinear interaction of opposing groups of surface gravity waves at one frequency generates a169

depth-invariant pressure term of second-order magnitude which oscillates at twice the frequency of the170

surface waves. Hasselmann [38] expanded this theory to demonstrate that appreciable microseisms are171

excited only by components of the ocean pressure field that match the phase velocities of the seismic172

modes of the coupled water-seabed system. In the simplest case, the phase velocity of Longuet-Higgins’s173

second-order pressure term scales as c = 2!/k~k1 + ~k2k for two plane surface gravity waves with phase174

~k1 · ~x � !t and ~k2 · ~x � !t. Hence, for opposing waves (when ~k1 is close to �~k2), c approaches seismic175

velocities.176

Based on these theories, we assert that the 0.36 Hz Scholte waves discussed above represent secondary177

microseism associated with the 0.18 Hz opposing surface gravity wave groups. Unlike the 0.18 Hz energy178

peak, the 0.36 Hz peak observed in the BDASA PSD is almost invariant with depth and is not adequately179

described by the pressure-depth scaling of ocean surface gravity waves (Fig. 6A). Instead, the Fourier180
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amplitude at 0.36 Hz decreases over the first 12-15 km of the array and then increases gradually with181

distance out to 40 km (Fig. 6B). Therefore, Scholte waves at 0.36 Hz cannot be the product of direct182

loading by ocean surface gravity waves.183

Longuet-Higgins [30] predicts that the amplitude of the secondary pressure term generated by non-184

linear wave interaction is proportional to the product of the amplitudes of the two opposing ocean185

wavefield components. Hence, we expect to observe the strongest Scholte waves where seaward- and186

landward-propagating ocean surface gravity waves are of similar strength and the weakest Scholte waves187

where seaward- and landward-propagating ocean waves are of significantly di↵erent strengths. To test188

this property, we plot directional spectra for both ocean surface gravity waves and Scholte waves (Fig.189

7). For each wave type, theoretical dispersion curves are constructed for waves with di↵erent incident190

azimuths. For each of four 10-km quasi-linear segments along the fiber, we then take the mean f-k191

spectral amplitude interpolated along each dispersion curve to form the polar plots in Figure 7 (see192

Supplementary Note 3). The cable segment in water depths < 10 m is neglected in this analysis, as the193

PSD of this region is saturated by incoherent energy across a broad band, likely associated with shoaling194

of ocean waves.195

The relative strength of seaward- and landward-propagating ocean surface gravity wavefield compo-196

nents is most similar for the 30-40 km segment, slightly less equal for the 10-20 km segment, and most197

disparate for the 20-30 km segment (Fig. 7A). As predicted by this scaling, the absolute strength of the198

Scholte wavefield components (in both quadrants) is greatest for the 30-40 km segment, less for the 10-20199

km segment, and smallest for the 20-30 km segment (Fig. 7B). Note that because Longuet-Higgins’s200

second-order pressure term does not decay with depth, this result is dependent only on the relative201

strengths of ocean wavefield components shown in Figure 7A, and not their absolute strength.202

For Scholte (similar to Rayleigh) waves, the theoretical azimuthal sensitivity of DAS is approximately203

cos2(✓), where ✓ = 0 is along the axis of the fiber, in the limit that the wavelength is much longer than the204

gauge length used by the DAS system [39]. The directional spectra shown in Figure 8B all approximately205

follow a cos2 shape, suggesting that the azimuthal distribution of Scholte wave energy is relatively di↵use206

(or isotropically propagating) along most of the fiber. The di↵use nature of the secondary microseism207

wavefield is further evidence that these waves must be generated in-situ and also o↵ers a direct observation208

of the radiation pattern of secondary microseism at its source.209

Within this framework, we are unable to describe the 1.12 Hz peak (Fig. 2B) and associated high-210

frequency Scholte wave energy observed up to 3.5 Hz (Fig. 5A). The 1.12 Hz peak likely does not211

represent secondary microseism associated with a pair of opposing surface gravity wave groups with212

dominant frequency of 0.55 Hz, as no 0.55 Hz peak is observed in our data. However, the strength of213

ocean waves observed at the seafloor attenuates strongly with decreasing wavelength, so it is possible214
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that 0.55 Hz ocean waves do exist. The 1.12 Hz peak could also correspond to external environmental215

noise from an unknown (potentially anthropogenic) source. Alternatively, it could represent a resonant216

mode of the coupled sediment-water system.217

Ocean Waves and Ocean Currents218

Beyond their implications for microseism generation, ocean surface gravity waves observed on the219

BDASA demonstrate the potential of ocean-bottom DAS for investigations in physical oceanography.220

Computing f-k spectra across di↵erent segments of the cable, we can distinguish spatial variations in221

the intensity of landward-propagating versus seaward-propagating ocean surface gravity waves in order222

to interpret sea state. For example, on the 20-30 km segment (Fig. 4A) landward-propagating waves223

are stronger than seaward-propagating waves, while on the 30-40 km segment (Fig. 8A) landward-224

propagating and seaward-propagating waves are of similar strength (see also Fig. 7A). Because the225

strength of seaward-propagating waves is greater on the outermost segment of the cable than on the next226

segment closer to shore, we infer that some of the seaward-propagating waves must be local reflections227

from the bathymetric ridge at 30 km. Inboard of the 30-km ridge, we observe the ratio of seaward-228

propagating to landward-propagating wave energy decrease systematically, which is consistent with the229

expectation that all seaward-propagating ocean waves observed on the BDASA are generated by reflection230

from the sloping seabed approaching the coast. While the extent of our interpretation is limited by the231

1-hr record length of BDASA data, the framework for ocean wave analysis demonstrated here would be232

easily applicable to monitor temporal variations in sea state over tidal to annual scales.233

Because of the large number of channels and high-sample rate on the BDASA, f-k domain resolution is234

su�ciently fine to distinguish small perturbations in surface gravity wave dispersion associated with ocean235

currents. For example, the f-k spectrum of the last 10 km segment (30-40 km) is asymmetrical and evolves236

over the 1-hr record (only the last 10-minute window is shown in Fig. 8). On this segment, landward-237

propagating waves appear faster than sea-ward propagating waves, as the result of an ocean current with a238

component of flow in the landward direction along the array (Fig. 8B,C). We fit the dispersion asymmetry239

with a mean-flow correction to the dispersion relation (! � Uk)2 = gktanh(kH), which describes the240

first-order e↵ect of surface gravity waves propagating in a current, where U is the apparent velocity of241

the current along the cable (as above, ! is angular frequency, k is angular wavenumber, g is gravitational242

acceleration, and H is water depth). Over the 1-hr record, the strength of the observed current increases243

gradually from 0.1 to 0.5 m/s apparent velocity in the landward direction. Contemporary methods244

of ocean current measurement are largely limited to either high-frequency radio observation of surface245

currents [40, 41] or in-situ observation of current-depth profiles using spatially-sparse moorings, drifters,246
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or ship-board instruments [42–44]). Our observation of spatio-temporal variations in current speed is247

significant because it suggests potential application of ocean-bottom DAS to in-situ measurement and248

monitoring of ocean currents by exploiting models of wave interaction with heterogeneous currents (e.g.249

[45]) to recover high-resolution spatial variations in current speed along an array.250

2018-08-19 Mw8.2 Fiji Deep Earthquake251

Rapid, accurate measurement of body wave travel-times is an essential goal of next-generation broad-252

band marine seismology [1] and has motivated many recent advances in ocean-bottom seismic instru-253

mentation (e.g. [13]). Ocean-bottom DAS arrays are an ideal technological solution because they o↵er254

real-time telemetry and are intrinsically synchronized (all channels are interrogated with the same unit,255

thus avoiding any di↵erential clock drift across the array), neither of which are easily achievable features256

of OBS networks. Northern Europe is a seismically quiescent area, so no local or regional seismic events257

were recorded. However, the BDASA captured teleseismic body waves from a Mw8.2 deep earthquake258

in the Fiji-Tonga area on August 19, 2018 (Fig. 1B). Teleseisms arrived from an epicentral distance of259

146.7o (>16,300 km), at a back azimuth of 358.5o (27.6o oblique to the mean fiber azimuth of 330.9o).260

Because the 2018-08-19 Fiji event occurred at a depth of 600 km, only weak surface waves were excited261

and hence could not be analyzed.262

Teleseismic body waves from the Fiji earthquake are close to vertically incident and expected to arrive263

almost simultaneously along the array, hence appearing at wavenumbers lower than can be resolved across264

a few kilometers aperture. In order to isolate teleseisms from ocean surface gravity and Scholte waves,265

we apply a 2D band-pass filter in the f-k domain between 0.001-1 Hz and 0-0.002 m�1 in the first and266

third quadrants (corresponding to energy propagating landward across the array from the north/west;267

Supplementary Figure 2), stack waveforms across a 5-km array segment to form a beam trace, and finally268

apply a range of bandpass filters to the beam trace to produce the BDASA waveforms shown in Figure269

9 (see Supplementary Note 4). We compare the BDASA beam trace to nearby broadband seismometer270

BOST (30-50 km south of BDASA), after rotating the horizontal channels into the mean azimuth of the271

BDASA and bandpass filtering.272

At high frequencies (>0.1 Hz), we recover the PKP phase (⇠550 s) and its associated pPKP + sPKP273

depth phases (⇠690 s), the travel times of which correspond well to those recorded on BOST (Fig.274

9). The envelopes of the recovered P phases (not shown) are similar to those from BOST, although275

the they show low-to-moderate waveform fidelity (mean correlation coe�cient of 0.25; Supplementary276

Figure 3, Supplementary Note 4). Hence, the polarity of the first P-wave arrival recovered from the277

BDASA is not reliable across parts of the array. Spatially variable P waveforms may be physical,278
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however, as high frequency waves can be strongly a↵ected by near-surface structures and the water279

layer. At low frequencies (<0.15 Hz), the background noise is substantially stronger, but we still recover280

a complex S wavetrain, which exhibits moderate-to-high waveform fidelity when compared with BOST281

(mean correlation coe�cient of 0.6; Supplementary Figure 4). Recovered P and S waveforms are both282

coherent along the length of the array (Supplementary Figure 5).283

Because the BDASA measures strain across a 10-m gauge length whereas BOST measures particle284

velocity at a single point, theoretical amplitudes are approximately proportional by a factor of the285

apparent horizontal slowness for wavelengths longer than twice the gauge length [26]. For the Fiji286

earthquake, the ratio of BDASA strain amplitude to BOST particle velocity amplitude does not yield287

reasonable apparent velocities for the observed phases across any band. Hence, we infer that strain-288

transfer coupling between the solid earth and the BDASA fiber, a consequence of the fiber casing and289

installation, is complex (see Supplementary Note 1, Supplementary Figure 1).290

While a Mw8.2 deep earthquake is a rare and particularly large event, body wave energy observed in291

Belgium at 146.7o epicentral distance is lower in spectral amplitude than would be expected for regional292

earthquakes (< 1o epicentral distance) greater than ⇠ M3.5 (see Supplementary Note 6; Supplementary293

Figure 6). Hence, BDASA clearly exhibits teleseismic and regional seismic monitoring capability, as both294

P-wave and S-wave travel-times can be recovered across a broad band, and S-wave polarity is robust295

over the frequencies of interest to global seismology.296

Discussion297

We have presented and analyzed our observations of seismic and ocean waves on an ocean-bottom298

DAS array o↵shore Belgium, demonstrating that DAS arrays utilizing existing ocean-bottom fiber optic299

installations can o↵er high value seismographic and oceanographic data products. In particular, we300

recovered both P- and S-phases from the 2018-08-19 Fiji deep earthquake, though only S-waves exhibited301

moderate-to-high waveform fidelity. While we were unable to recover robust polarity of high-frequency302

P-phases, we can expect that ocean-bottom DAS arrays in deep water would have much lower detection303

thresholds for seismic signals than observed here, as has been demonstrated for OBS (e.g. [46]). For an304

ocean-bottom DAS array, the noise floor can be considered as the superposition of instrumental noise305

from the DAS interrogator unit and fiber, temperature noise from variations in pore fluid temperature,306

pressure noise from ocean waves, and seismic noise. The aggressive filtering procedure we applied to307

recover teleseismic waveforms was necessitated to remove environmental signal, not instrument noise, as308

coherent signals of physical origin were observed across the full band of interest (0.01-5 Hz). Onshore309

studies with DAS arrays have found that instrument noise is approximately inversely proportional to310
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frequency with a noise floor no higher than 1 µ"/Hz1/2 at 1 Hz [47]. Laboratory experiments show311

that in a stable temperature environment, DAS systems can exhibit a noise floor below 100 p"/Hz1/2312

at 1 Hz [48]. On a DAS array, a temperature perturbation of 1 mK is indistinguishable from a 10313

n" strain, so high-frequency temperature fluctuations along the fiber can contribute spurious signals.314

Water-bottom temperatures may vary on the order of 1 K at tidal periods in the near-shore environment;315

however, such variability attenuates strongly with depth and is inversely correlated to frequency (e.g. [49,316

50]). Consequently, instrumental and temperature noise are not limiting factors for most seismological317

applications, as seen here. In deep water settings, the magnitude of pressure oscillations beneath ocean318

surface gravity waves, the primary environmental noise which dominates BDASA data between 0.01 and319

0.26 Hz, decays exponentially with depth. Therefore, the shallow-water setting of the BDASA actually320

represents a ‘worst case’ environment for recording teleseismic events [46, 51], and thus our ability to321

recover both P- and S-phases is particularly significant.322

Compared to traditional OBS deployments, another advantage of DAS is the number and density323

of stations. Utilizing hundreds of stations from any segment of the array we were able to apply array-324

based processing in order to distinguish seismic and ocean signals based on their phase information.325

So-called “large N” deployments permit low detection thresholds for small earthquakes, precise location326

of earthquakes, low uncertainty in travel-time measurements, and high-resolution imaging studies [25,327

52, 53]. Further, we have demonstrated that large-N ocean-bottom networks open up new possibilities in328

studying ocean wave phenomena and microseism generation. The vast majority of studies examining the329

physics of ocean microseism generation have been limited to remote observation of radiated energy on330

terrestrial broadband networks [33, 37, 54, 55]. The few studies utilizing ocean-bottom instrumentation331

to correlate ocean-wave phenomena with microseism in-situ have been restricted by small network size,332

e↵ectively resulting in measurements of microseism direction and intensity at a single point with or333

without simultaneous ocean wave information, and have had mixed success in validating theoretical334

models [36, 56–60]. Simultaneous observation of ocean pressure variations and seismic noise across335

several thousand channels on ocean-bottom DAS arrays of arbitrary geometry permits reconstruction336

of the full surface gravity wave and Scholte wave fields, as shown here, and, with the addition of a337

time-lapse component to future surveys, o↵ers a leap forward in our ability to study microseism and its338

source processes.339

However, several technological challenges still remain before DAS systems can complement or even340

replace BBOBS on a global scale. Foremost is the axial (single-component) directional sensitivity of341

DAS. Though work with helically wound optical fibers o↵ering multi-component DAS sensitivity is un-342

derway [61], modern BBOBS already provide four-component (three-component + pressure) recording343

capability with the same state-of-the-art instruments used in terrestrial networks. We noted that tele-344
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seismic waveforms recovered from the BDASA did not exhibit coherent strain amplitude when compared345

with particle velocity at BOST, suggesting that the mechanics of strain transfer from the solid earth346

across the cable housing and into the optical fiber are complex and deserve further study [62]. In the347

laboratory, DAS exhibits a linear frequency response, resulting in correct amplitude and distortion free348

waves [24, 28, 63], hence amplitude preservation may be currently limited by installation conditions and349

not by the DAS technology itself. Finally, ocean-bottom DAS deployments are not presently possible in350

remote oceanic locations. Most commercial DAS systems and laboratory measurements claim operation351

across up to 50 km of fiber, with sensitivity decreasing along the fiber due to optical attenuation. With352

the use of more complex pulse formats or distributed amplification, the sensing range can be extended to353

70-100 km [64–66] with a more even distribution of sensitivity along the fiber, while still using a standard354

telecom fiber installation. In principle, longer distances can be achieved with complex dedicated fiber355

installations and power supply along the fiber link (via use of optical repeaters [67, 68] and/or multiple356

stage distributed amplification [65, 69]), but the impact on the cost and DAS sensitivity means that such357

systems are not currently practical.358

Methods359

Chirped-pulse Distributed Acoustic Sensing360

A chirped-pulse DAS [29] was used for the interrogator system, assisted by first order co-propagating361

Raman amplification [66]. In comparison with conventional DAS systems, chirped-pulse DAS o↵ers362

high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and low variations in sensitivity along the fiber [48, 66, 70]. The key363

of its performance lies in the use of a linearly chirped probe pulse for the time-domain interrogation.364

Temperature or strain perturbations around the fiber a↵ect its refractive index, which in turn slightly365

alters the central wavelength of the propagating light. An appropriately high linear chirp in the probe366

pulse (i.e., that inducing a spectral content much higher than the spectral content of the transform367

limited pulse) induces a local wavelength-to-time mapping arising from the temporal far-field condition368

[71]. Hence, variations in the central wavelength of the propagating light translate into temporal shifts369

in the trace at the particular location of the perturbation. The perturbation is then quantified by a370

time-delay estimation process via local trace-to-trace correlations over temporal windows similar to the371

probe pulse width.372

The principle of operation of chirped-pulse DAS substantially improves the performance of the sensor373

over conventional DAS schemes. First, strain perturbations can be properly quantified by simply using374

direct detection. This contrasts with the conventional case, in which it is necessary to detect the trace op-375
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tical phase for that purpose. Avoiding phase detection brings important advantages. Coherent detection376

imposes stringent requirement in the coherence length of the laser source, as it limits the DAS operation377

range due to the need for beating with a local oscillator. In chirped-pulse DAS, the coherence length of378

the probe laser can be relaxed, in principle simply requiring it to be substantially higher than the pulse379

width, with almost no detrimental e↵ect on the acoustic SNR [72]. Polarization fading is not observed380

in chirped-pulse DAS (due to use of direct detection). More importantly, sensitivity of conventional381

DAS completely fades in certain points along the fiber (acoustic SNR <1 in up to 6% of fiber locations382

considering a healthy-SNR optical trace) due to the impossibility of maintaining the phase reference383

in low intensity trace regions caused by its interferometric nature [73]. Those blind spots need to be384

corrected using complex post-processing techniques or multi-wavelength measurements [74], typically at385

the expense of sensing bandwidth and higher measurements times. Chirped-pulse DAS, however, shows386

no fading sensitivity, enabling the raw strain signal as measured by the DAS to be directly processed387

without using any denoising/smoothing algorithm. This steady sensitivity is particularly beneficial for388

the subsequent 2D processing applied to isolate seismic events from other sources, since all points are389

captured with similar noise/sensitivity along the whole fiber length (>40 km) [70].390

In addition, signal attenuation due to fibre loss is greatly mitigated in our scheme with the use of391

distributed Raman amplification. Note that in Pastor-Graells et al. [66], the fiber trace optical power392

fluctuation along a 75-km link is kept below 7 dB, as opposed to the ⇠28.5 dB attenuation expected393

without distributed amplification (28.5 dB =75km⇥2⇥0.19 dB, using 0.19 dB/km as typical standard394

single mode fiber loss; note that roundtrip DAS attenuation is twice that of the fiber transmission losses).395

In this study, we observed DAS trace power fluctuations lower than 3 dB along the 42-km fiber. This396

is in contrast with the optical signal attenuation of ⇠16 dB (= 42km⇥2⇥0.19dB/km) expected without397

distributed amplification.398

The optical resolution (or gauge length) and channel spacing of the employed sensor were both 10 m399

(equivalent to one seismometer placed very 10 m, measuring distributed strain over a length of 10 m),400

totaling 4192 channels over 42 km. Each channel was sampled at 1 kHz and later downsampled to 10401

Hz in order to reduce the dataset size.402

Data Availability403

Raw strain records from the BDASA are available on a public data repository at the following DOI:404

http://dx.doi.org/10.22002/D1.1296. More information about reading and processing data files can405

be obtained from the authors upon request.406
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Code Availability407

All code required to reproduce the figures in this paper is written in Python and available from the408

authors upon request.409
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Figure 1: Array location (A) Local map showing the location Belgium Distributed Acoustic Sensing
Array (BDASA, red line) and nearby broadband station BOST (blue triangle), with a regional map inset.
(B) World map showing the location of the array (red box), the GCMT solution for the 2018-08-19 M8.2
Fiji deep earthquake, and great circle path between the earthquake epicenter and the array (yellow).

Figure 2: Raw DAS data (A) Ten seconds of raw distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) data along the
last five kilometers of the array illustrating the superposition of coherent signals from ocean and seismic
waves propagating both landward and seaward across the array. (B) Mean power spectral density (PSD)
of raw DAS strain data over the complete 1 hr record between 35-40 km (same position as (A)).
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Figure 3: Separation of ocean and seismic waves (A) Raw frequency-wavenumber power spectrum
of 1 hr of strain data across the full 42-km array. (B) Quadrant 1 (landward-propagating waves) plotted
in logarithmic space, showing coherent ocean wave energy at low frequencies and coherent seismic wave
energy at high frequencies. Dashed white lines are plotted along contours of constant phase velocity
(c = f/k).

Figure 4: Ocean surface gravity waves (A) Raw distributed acoustic sensing frequency-wavenumber
(f-k) spectrum calculated over 10 min between 20-30 km, showing strong landward-propagating and
weak seaward-propagating ocean surface gravity waves. (B) The f-k spectrum from quadrant 1 of (A)
projected into phase velocity space showing coherent dispersion from ⇠ 17 m/s at small wavenumbers to
⇠ 6 m/s at 0.3 Hz (each frequency bin is normalized). Both (A) and (B) are overlaid with the theoretical
dispersion curve for ocean surface gravity waves, evaluated at a water depth of 25 m (black).
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Figure 5: Scholte (seismic) waves (A) Raw distributed acoustic sensing frequency-wavenumber (f-k)
spectrum calculated over 1 hr between 35-40 km, showing symmetric landward- and seaward-propagating
Scholte waves between 0.3-3.5 Hz. (B) The f-k spectrum from quadrant 1 of (A) projected into phase
velocity space showing coherent dispersion from ⇠ 1500 m/s at 0.36 Hz to ⇠ 300 m/s above 1 Hz (each
frequency bin is normalized). Both (A) and (B) are overlaid with contours of constant velocity at 1500
and 300 m/s (black), and an approximate dispersion curve is hand-drawn in (B) (red).
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Figure 6: Depth and distance scaling (A) Fourier components of the raw distributed acoustic sensing
strain spectrum at 0.18 (primary microseism, red) and 0.36 Hz (secondary microseism, blue) calculated
at each channel plotted versus water depth. Also shown is the model of 0.18 Hz noise as a function of
theoretical seafloor pressure described in the text (black). (B) Same as (A) but plotted with distance
along the fiber.

Figure 7: Directional spectra (A) Mean frequency-wavenumber (f-k) amplitude of ocean waves (pri-
mary microseism) as a function of azimuth calculated between 0.05-0.25 Hz using the ocean surface
gravity wave dispersion relation for each of four 10-km array segments. (B) Mean f-k amplitude of
Scholte waves (secondary microseism) as a function of azimuth calculated between 1.5-3.5 Hz assuming
a true phase velocity of 300 m/s and no dispersion across this frequency band.
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Figure 8: Ocean currents (A) Raw distributed acoustic sensing frequency-wavenumber spectrum calcu-
lated over 10 min between 30-40 km, showing asymmetrical dispersion due to an ocean current. (B),(C)
Insets to (A) illustrating how landward-propagating ocean waves exhibit faster velocities than seaward-
propagating ocean waves. The theoretical dispersion curves for ocean surface gravity waves are plotted
with (red) and without (black) the e↵ect of a mean-flow current.
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Figure 9: Teleseismic waveforms (A) Spectrogram of power spectral density (PSD) over time for the
f-k filtered and stacked distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) beam trace (black in (C)), showing strong
energy between 0-1 Hz around the arrival of the PKP phase around 550 s and below 0.1 Hz following
the arrival of the SS phase around 1860 s. (B) Spectrogram for the rotated BOST channel (red in (C)),
showing the same major features. (C) Stacked DAS beam trace (black) filtered to various bands between
0.02 and 1 Hz compared with amplitude-normalized particle velocity from broadband station BOST
rotated into the mean azimuth of the DAS array (red).
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Figure Legends590

Figure 1: Array location (A) Local map showing the location Belgium Distributed Acoustic Sensing591

Array (BDASA, red line) and nearby broadband station BOST (blue triangle), with a regional map inset.592

(B) World map showing the location of the array (red box), the GCMT solution for the 2018-08-19 M8.2593

Fiji deep earthquake, and great circle path between the earthquake epicenter and the array (yellow).594

Figure 2: Raw DAS data (A) Ten seconds of raw distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) data along the595

last five kilometers of the array illustrating the superposition of coherent signals from ocean and seismic596

waves propagating both landward and seaward across the array. (B) Mean power spectral density (PSD)597

of raw DAS strain data over the complete 1 hr record between 35-40 km (same position as (A)).598

Figure 3: Separation of ocean and seismic waves (A) Raw frequency-wavenumber power spec-599

trum of 1 hr of strain data across the full 42-km array. (B) Quadrant 1 (landward-propagating waves)600

plotted in logarithmic space, showing coherent ocean wave energy at low frequencies and coherent seismic601

wave energy at high frequencies. Dashed white lines are plotted along contours of constant phase velocity602

(c = f/k).603

Figure 4:Ocean surface gravity waves (A) Raw distributed acoustic sensing frequency-wavenumber604

(f-k) spectrum calculated over 10 min between 20-30 km, showing strong landward-propagating and weak605

seaward-propagating ocean surface gravity waves. (B) The f-k spectrum from quadrant 1 of (A) pro-606

jected into phase velocity space showing coherent dispersion from ⇠ 17 m/s at small wavenumbers to607

⇠ 6 m/s at 0.3 Hz (each frequency bin is normalized). Both (A) and (B) are overlaid with the theoretical608

dispersion curve for ocean surface gravity waves, evaluated at a water depth of 25 m (black).609

Figure 5: Scholte (seismic) waves (A) Raw distributed acoustic sensing frequency-wavenumber610

(f-k) spectrum calculated over 1 hr between 35-40 km, showing symmetric landward- and seaward-611

propagating Scholte waves between 0.3-3.5 Hz. (B) The f-k spectrum from quadrant 1 of (A) projected612

into phase velocity space showing coherent dispersion from ⇠ 1500 m/s at 0.36 Hz to ⇠ 300 m/s above 1613

Hz (each frequency bin is normalized). Both (A) and (B) are overlaid with contours of constant velocity614

at 1500 and 300 m/s (black), and an approximate dispersion curve is hand-drawn in (B) (red).615

Figure 6: Depth and distance scaling (A) Fourier components of the raw distributed acoustic616

sensing strain spectrum at 0.18 (primary microseism, red) and 0.36 Hz (secondary microseism, blue)617

calculated at each channel plotted versus water depth. Also shown is the model of 0.18 Hz noise as a618

function of theoretical seafloor pressure described in the text (black). (B) Same as (A) but plotted with619

distance along the fiber.620

Figure 7: Directional spectra (A) Mean frequency-wavenumber (f-k) amplitude of ocean waves621

(primary microseism) as a function of azimuth calculated between 0.05-0.25 Hz using the ocean surface622
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gravity wave dispersion relation for each of four 10-km array segments. (B) Mean f-k amplitude of Scholte623

waves (secondary microseism) as a function of azimuth calculated between 1.5-3.5 Hz assuming a true624

phase velocity of 300 m/s and no dispersion across this frequency band.625

Figure 8: Ocean currents (A) Raw distributed acoustic sensing frequency-wavenumber spectrum626

calculated over 10 min between 30-40 km, showing asymmetrical dispersion due to an ocean current.627

(B),(C) Insets to (A) illustrating how landward-propagating ocean waves exhibit faster velocities than628

seaward-propagating ocean waves. The theoretical dispersion curves for ocean surface gravity waves are629

plotted with (red) and without (black) the e↵ect of a mean-flow current.630

Figure 9: Teleseismic waveforms (A) Spectrogram of power spectral density (PSD) over time for631

the f-k filtered and stacked distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) beam trace (black in (C)), showing strong632

energy between 0-1 Hz around the arrival of the PKP phase around 550 s and below 0.1 Hz following633

the arrival of the SS phase around 1860 s. (B) Spectrogram for the rotated BOST channel (red in (C)),634

showing the same major features. (C) Stacked DAS beam trace (black) filtered to various bands between635

0.02 and 1 Hz compared with amplitude-normalized particle velocity from broadband station BOST636

rotated into the mean azimuth of the DAS array (red).637

Supplementary Notes638

Supplementary Note 1: Fiber-optic Cable639

The BDASA occupied an optical fiber deployed within a power cable to the Belwind O↵shore Wind640

Farm, o↵shore Belgium. The fiber is internally coupled with fillers to the cable’s armor bedding (Sup-641

plementary Figure 1A). The cable consists of 3 core cables, an optical fiber, and a filler in polypropelene642

(PP) yarn. The outer serving in PP wraps the layer of round galvanized steel wires and is the layer643

that has direct contact with subsea sediments. Hence, vibrations that are passed from sediment into the644

fiber propagate through a frictional contact between adjacent components. The fiber and core cables are645

helically inserted into the cable.646

Burial of the cable further attenuates vibrations generated by ocean gravity waves, as described647

in Godfrey, WO2018154275A1, 2018-02-09 [patent]. This is clearly shown in Figure S1B, where the648

strength of observed ocean wave energy in the 0.01-0.2 Hz band decreases as a function of increasing649

burial depth. Figure S1B plots channels at constant water depth, as the change in ocean-bottom pressure650

associated with increasing water depth is a much stronger signal across the array.651

Increasing depth of burial also attenuates temperature variations from the ocean water above. How-652

ever, temperature variations within the cable due to changing electric load can exceed 1 K. We do not653
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analyze the e↵ect of temperature in-situ.654

Supplementary Note 2: 0.18 Hz Model655

In order to fit depth-dependence of noise at the primary microseism peak (0.18 Hz), we first calculate

a theoretical curve for the pressure at the seafloor under an ocean surface gravity wave as a function of

seafloor depth. Here, we consider only pd, the dynamic pressure due to wave propagation. The pressure

profile with water depth for ocean surface gravity waves over a flat bed is given as

pd(t, x) = ⇢g⌘(t, x)
cosh(k(H + z))

cosh(kH)

where ⇢g is the specific weight of water, ⌘(t, x) represents the sea-surface height along the propagating656

surface gravity wave, H is depth to the seafloor, and k is angular wavenumber [31]. Evaluated at the657

seafloor (z = �H), we find: pd(x) / sech(k(x)H(x)). In order to evaluate this expression, we solve the658

implicit dispersion relation for surface gravity waves (!2 = gktanh(kH)) to find angular wavenumber659

k = k(x) using an iterative scheme given the depth profile of the seabedH(x) and frequency !
2⇡ = 0.18 Hz.660

Finally, we perform a linear regression to find a single constant of proportionality between the Fourier661

amplitude at 0.18 Hz and our theoretical pd(x) as a function of depth/distance (i.e. FFTt{"}(f =662

0.18Hz, x) = A pd(x) + B). The resulting pressure-depth model is plotted against BDASA data in Fig.663

3. We only perform this fit further than 12 km from shore where water depth is > 10 m, as shoaling664

waves in shallow water do not adhere to linear wave theory. We neglect any e↵ects of variable burial665

depth of the fiber.666

Supplementary Note 3: Directional Spectra667

The directional spectra plotted in Fig. 7 (polar diagrams) are calculated from the frequency-668

wavenumber spectrum of raw BDASA strain records. For each wave type, we first assume a dispersion669

relation ! = !(k) and then evaluate ! for a range of apparent wavenumbers ka = k/cos(✓), corre-670

sponding to waves propagating across the array from oblique azimuths. For ocean surface gravity waves671

(Fig. 7A), we use the relation !2 = gktanh(kH). For Scholte waves (Fig. 7B), we use only 1.5-3.5 Hz,672

where the observed f-k spectrum appears non-dispersive, and assume constant phase velocity (! / k).673

The mean f-k amplitude is then obtained for each incident azimuth ✓ by interpolating the f-k spectral674

amplitudes along each calculated dispersion curve and averaging them. To separate the incoming and675

outgoing energy, we perform this calculation independently for f-k quadrants 1 and 2. We plot only676

0 � 180o because quadrants 1 and 3 (similarly, 2 and 4) are symmetrical by nature of the 2D FFT, so677

we cannot distinguish the direction of energy propagating perpendicular to the array (whether SW-NE678
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or NE-SW).679

Supplementary Note 4: Teleseism Extraction by Filtering680

The superposition of coherent signals from ocean waves, Scholte waves, and teleseism in BDASA681

data makes interpretation of raw strain records challenging (Fig. 2A). Because these signals also inhabit682

overlapping frequency bands, simple time-domain or time-frequency filtering is insu�cient to isolate683

individual signals. Instead, we employ a frequency-wavenumber filtering approach that exploits the684

dense spatial sampling and wide aperture of the BDASA. We first apply a 2D Hamming (cosine-sum)685

taperWH [n,m] to the raw t-x domain strain data "(t, x) and then compute the 2D Fast Fourier Transform686

(FFT) to obtain the f-k spectrum "̂(f, k).687

WH [n,m] =

✓
25

46
� 21

46
cos

✓
2⇡n

Nt

◆◆✓
25

46
� 21

46
cos

✓
2⇡m

Nx

◆◆

"̂(f, k) = FFT2D{WH "(t, x)}(f, k)

In the f-k domain, the spectrum is organized according to apparent phase velocity along the array.688

We only transform data from quasi-linear array segments because this simplifies interpretation of the689

f-k spectrum relative to a single reference direction (the axis of the fiber). Teleseismic phases from the690

Fiji deep earthquake, which is nearly antipodal to the BDASA, arrive with apparent horizontal velocity691

> 10 km/s, and for non-dispersive body waves the energy should appear in the f-k domain along a692

line of constant f/k. However, the aperture of the BDASA determines wavenumber domain sampling,693

relegating energy from teleseismic phases to the zero-wavenumber bin across most of the frequency range694

of interest. For example, a 5-km transformed segment with 500 channels at 10-m spacing has 0.0002 m�1-695

wide wavenumber bins, and the wavenumber of a 1 Hz teleseismic P-wave arriving at apparent horizontal696

velocity c = f/k ⇡ 10000 m/s is ⇠ 0.0001 m�1. The f-k domain also contains directional information: for697

the BDASA, energy that appears in f-k quadrants 1 and 3 corresponds to waves propagating land-ward698

(from the north/west) across the array, and energy that appears in quadrants 2 and 4 corresponds to699

waves propagating sea-ward (from the south/east). Hence, teleseismic phases from the Fiji earthquake700

only appear in f-k quadrants 1 and 3.701

In conventional f-k processing, we would apply a dip filter to isolate a non-dispersive signal, which

passes a sector between two lines of constant f/k. However, we found that this approach is not numeri-

cally stable for low frequencies where the pass sector is only a few bins wide. Consequently we reverted to

a simple approach, using a 2D rectangular bandpass filter between 0.001-1 Hz and 0-0.002 m�1, without
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any tapering (Supplementary Figure 2). We apply this filter only in f-k quadrants 1 and 3 to attenuate all

energy propagating across the BDASA from the south/east. With f1 = 0.001Hz, f2 = 1Hz, k1 = 0m�1,

k2 = 0.002m�1, fm = (f1 + f2)/2, and km = (k1 + k2)/2, the filter H(f, k) can be expressed as:

H(f, k) = ⇧

✓
f � fm
f2 � f1

◆
⇧

✓
k � km
k2 � k1

◆
+⇧

✓
f + fm
f2 � f1

◆
⇧

✓
k + km
k2 � k1

◆

where⇧ denotes a rectangular boxcar of unit amplitude. This filter is non-causal (h(t, x) = FFT�1
2D {H(f, k)}702

is even) and exhibits some Gibbs ringing because of its finite implementation, so a more careful approach703

may need to be considered for accurate seismic travel-time picking in future studies. After filtering,704

some residual energy from Scholte waves remains, so we stack across a 5-km segment to improve SNR705

and isolate teleseismic body waves. When the stack is applied across many sub-sections of the array,706

relatively high spatial coherence is observed for both P- and S-wave phases (Supplementary Figure 5).707

Supplementary Note 5: Teleseism Waveform Fidelity708

As discussed in the main text, recovered P-waves exhibit low-to-moderate waveform fidelity at high709

frequencies and recovered S-waves exhibit moderate-to-high waveform fidelity at low frequencies. Fig.710

S3A shows the evolution of P waveforms along the array, showing that some coherent energy arrives711

before the first arrival because of our acausal filter. Overall, P-wave fidelity is low, with a maximum712

correlation coe�cient of 0.26 in the 0.5-1 Hz frequency band calculated in a window centered between713

the PKP and pPKP arrivals (Supplementary Figure 3). However, a high spike in correlation coe�cient714

up to 0.39 is observed when the first PKP motions enter the correlation window (Supplementary Figure715

3B), suggesting that the BDASA beam trace contains su�cient phase information at high frequencies716

to permit correlation-based detection algorithms such as template matching. Overall, S-wave fidelity717

is moderate to high, with a maximum correlation coe�cient of 0.60 in a window centered around the718

SS phase, and average correlation coe�cient greater than 0.40 throughout the complete S-wave train719

(Supplementary Figure 4).720

Supplementary Note 6: Teleseism Amplitude Comparison721

The 2018-08-19 Mw8.2 Fiji deep earthquake is an atypical event to consider when testing the seis-722

mic monitoring capabilities of an instrument, so we include some comparative analysis here. With an723

epicentral depth around 600 km, the Fiji earthquake did not produce a significant surface wave train.724

The BDASA was also recording at an epicentral distance of 146o, in the ”shadow zone,” meaning that725

the primary body phases observed were PKP and SS, the former of which can be strongly attenuated.726

Comparing the velocity spectrum of the Fiji earthquake recorded at BOST with mean velocity spectra727
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of regional and teleseismic earthquakes [clinton:2002], we observe an expected correspondence between728

the Fiji event and mean M8.0 event over a broad band, with stronger S-wave energy at low frequencies729

than in the mean M8.0 event (Supplementary Figure 6). Because we have recovered the principal phases730

of the Fiji earthquake between 0.01-1 Hz on the BDASA, even in a high-noise shallow-water environment,731

we can assume that the spectrum observed on nearby broadband BOST exceeds the instrumental noise732

floor of the BDASA across this band. Hence, we can compare the mean spectra of other event sizes733

and distances from clinton:2002 indirectly with our demonstrated detection capabilities. As shown in734

Supplementary Figure 6, the Fiji earthquake observed at BOST and BDASA is a relatively weak signal,735

with regional earthquakes (⇠ 100 km epicentral distance) above M3.5 exceeding this threshold across736

most of their band.737
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Supplementary Figures738

Figure 10: Supplementary Figure 1: Cable coupling (A) Schematic cable cross-section. Number
11 (red) indicates the position of the fiber. (B) Scaling of observed ocean wave energy with depth of
burial for each of two water depths (10 m in black, 30 m in red).
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Figure 11: Supplementary Figure 2: Frequency-wavenumber filter The rectangular frequency-
wavenumber filter applied to preserve only seismic waves in quadrants 1 and 3, indicating propagation
from the north/west. Shaded regions are zero, unshaded regions are 1. The inverse 2D Fast Fourier
Transform was computed, time-series from each channel between 35 and 40 km were stacked, and finally
a bandpass filter was applied to produce the waveforms shown in Fig. 9, Supp. Fig. 3, and Supp. Fig.
4.
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Figure 12: Supplementary Figure 3: P-wave fidelity (A) BDASA beam trace filtered 0.5-1 Hz
(same as shown in Fig. 9c). (B) Correlation coe�cient (C.C.) between the DAS and BOST waveforms
filtered 0.5-1 Hz calculated over a 120 s moving window. (C) Blow-up of 1860-2320 s for the waveforms
filtered 0.5-1 Hz around the arrival of the PKP phase just after 550 s, showing low-to-moderate waveform
coherence between BOST (red) and BDASA (black) (C.C. = 0.2650). The time-shift between BOST
and BDASA (⇠ 50 km apart) has not been removed.
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Figure 13: Supplementary Figure 4: S-wave fidelity (A) BDASA beam trace filtered 0.02-0.08 Hz
(same as shown in Fig. 9c). (B) Correlation coe�cient (C.C.) between the DAS and BOST waveforms
filtered 0.02-0.08 Hz calculated over a 240 s moving window. (C) Blow-up of 1860-2320 s for the waveforms
filtered 0.02-0.08 Hz around the arrival of the SS phase just after 1860 s, showing moderate-to-high
waveform coherence between BOST (red) and BDASA (black) (C.C. = 0.6009).
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Figure 14: Supplementary Figure 5: Waveform coherence F-k filtered waveforms as shown in
Figure 9 stacked in a 5-km moving window between 10 and 40 km (plotted at the midpoint of the
stacked interval). (A) Bandpassed 0.5-1 Hz, showing the arrival of the PKP and pPKP phases, and
(B) bandpassed 0.02-0.08 Hz, showing the arrival of the S-wave train. Note that the filtering procedure
applied is non-causal, so some coherent PKP energy can be observed before the true PKP arrival,
especially between 12-20 km. A similarly e↵ective causal filter could be designed for more accurate
travel-time picking.
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Figure 15: Supplementary Figure 6: Earthquake scaling BOST.BHE spectrum of the 2018-08-19
M8.2 Fiji deep earthquake (black) compared with average spectra of teleseismic (blue, ⇠ 3000 km) and
regional (red, ⇠ 100 km) earthquakes from [clinton:2002] (converted from acceleration into velocity
units).
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